
 

Canal + launches new package Essential + in Gabon

The CEO of Canal + Gabon, Mamabou Mbeng, officially presented its new package Essential +, which offers humor,
emotion and sport. Essential + brings three new channels: Canal + action, Canal + comedy and Canal + sport.
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According to Mbeng, Essential + replaces the package Canal + channels, which was limited to four channels at a price of
17.74 USD. Essential + is an innovation of 17 high-definition channels that meet the aspirations and needs of customers,
offering the best of sports, action movies and the best of humor.

For a sum of 21.28 USD per month, the 17 channels of the Essential + and five other channels: Canal + action center;
Canal + comedy center; Canal + action west; and Canal + sport, are added to the other premium channels. The new offer
also gives access to all the African channels present on the Canal + bouquet.

Mbeng also announced that his group has acquired and secured several major sports rights for several seasons. Its
subscribers will not miss the matches of the league of the champions and the league 1 (French championship). The same
goes for the rights of the various CAF competitions, including the 2019 CAN that will take place next June in Cameroon.

These rights, says the CEO of the group Canal + Gabon, are added to a catalog of unique sports rights including the
Premier League (English league) and the Liga (Spanish league.) There is also basketball, tennis not forgetting athletics with
the IPAD diamond and mechanical sport with Formula 1.

Source: http://nextvafrica.com/ .
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